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Original Article

Using arterial spin labeling to measure
cerebrovascular reactivity in Moyamoya
disease: Insights from simultaneous
PET/MRI

Moss Y Zhao1 , Audrey P Fan2,3, David Yen-Ting Chen4,5,
Yosuke Ishii6, Mohammad Mehdi Khalighi1, Michael Moseley1,
Gary K Steinberg7 and Greg Zaharchuk1

Abstract

Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the CBF change to meet different physiological demands. The reference CVR

technique is PET imaging with vasodilators but is inaccessible to most patients. DSC can measure transit time to evaluate

patients suspected of stroke, but the use of gadolinium may cause side-effects. Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-

invasive MRI technique for CBF measurements. Here, we investigate the effectiveness of ASL with single and multiple

post labeling delays (PLD) to replace PET and DSC for CVR and transit time mapping in 26 Moyamoya patients. Images

were collected using simultaneous PET/MRI with acetazolamide. CVR, CBF, arterial transit time (ATT), and time-

to-maximum (Tmax) were measured in different flow territories. Results showed that CVR was lower in occluded

regions than normal regions (by 68� 12%, 52� 5%, and 56� 9%, for PET, single- and multi-PLD PCASL, respectively, all

p< 0.05). Multi-PLD PCASL correlated slightly higher with PET (CCC¼ 0.36 and 0.32 in affected and unaffected

territories respectively). Vasodilation caused ATT to reduce by 4.5� 3.1% (p< 0.01) in occluded regions. ATT corre-

lated significantly with Tmax (R2> 0.35, p< 0.01). Therefore, multi-PLD ASL is recommended for CVR studies due to

its high agreement with the reference PET technique and the capability of measuring transit time.
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Introduction

Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the capacity

of CBF to change when the physiological condition of

the brain alters, and it can be measured as the relative

change in CBF induced by a vasoactive stimulus.1,2

Clinically, CVR is an important biomarker that pro-

vides information to evaluate future stroke risk in

diverse populations.3 Patients with Moyamoya disease

demonstrate chronic, progressive stenosis and/or occlu-

sion of arteries in the brain, particularly of the anterior

cerebral arteries (ACA) and middle cerebral arteries

(MCA).4 Due to progressive vasculopathy, these

patients develop impaired CBF and CVR, leading to

a higher risk of ischemic stroke and seizures.5,6 The

current gold standard technique for CBF and CVR
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measurement is positron emission tomography (PET)
with 15O-water as the radiotracer.7 Despite its high
accuracy and sensitivity,7 this technique is not in wide-
spread use because the procedure requires the
co-localization of a PET scanner for imaging and a
cyclotron to produce the short-lived 15O-water
radiotracer.

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive and
contrast-free quantitative MRI technique to measure
CBF using magnetically labeled blood water.8 A con-
sensus paper on ASL recommended single post-
labeling delay (PLD) pseudo-continuous ASL (single-
PLD PCASL) for CBF measurements in routine clini-
cal applications.9 Although this technique has been
widely used under resting and normal conditions, the
CBF measurement is sensitive to arterial transit time
(ATT), the time duration for blood to travel from the
labeling plane to the imaging region.10 ATT changes
during vasodilation, which makes single-PLD ASL
potentially inaccurate for CVR calculations.11 One
solution to this is the use of multi-PLD PCASL, a
more advanced ASL technique that demonstrated
high accuracy for measuring CBF under different phys-
iological conditions, including pre- and post-
vasodilation, as it can account for changes in ATT by
fitting the ASL data to a general kinetic model.12 For
instance, previous studies demonstrated that multi-
PLD PCASL detected a significantly prolonged ATT
in brain regions affected by stenosis or occlusion,13,14

making multi-PLD PCASL more accurate than single-
PLD ASL to identify abnormal hypoperfusion and
CVR impairment in Moyamoya disease patients.15

Also, a recent systematic study comparing single- and
multi-PLD PCASL suggested that multi-PLD PCASL
agrees better with 15O-water PET in normal subjects.16

Furthermore, measurement of ATT itself may be a
valuable biomarker, as impaired ATT has been sug-
gested to be a vascular risk factor for acute stroke
and coronary artery disease.17,18 Time-to-maximum
(Tmax) has been used to investigate the penumbra in
stroke and is defined as the time to the maximum of the
residue function of the signal of dynamic susceptibility
contrast (DSC) MRI.19 Tmax has been applied to iden-
tify penumbra in stroke imaging and characterize
Moyamoya disease.20–22 Since ATT can be derived
using multi-PLD PCASL without contrast agents, it
may replace the metric of Tmax, which requires the
administration of contrast agents such as gadolinium.

In this work, we studied CVR induced by the vaso-
dilator acetazolamide (ACZ) in Moyamoya disease
patients with a simultaneous PET/MRI system at 3T.
We specifically compared single- and multi-PLD ASL
to the gold standard PET CBF and CVR measure-
ments to determine which MRI methodology best
resembled the gold standard 15O-water PET

measurement in this cohort with severe cerebrovascular
disease. We also investigated the potential of multi-
PLD PCASL to replace DSC MRI to measure transit
time by examining the relationship between ATT and
Tmax in different regions of the brain.

Materials and methods

Patient population

The study enrolled patients with Moyamoya disease
without neurosurgical treatments undergoing evalua-
tion for extracranial to intracranial bypass surgery at
our institution. Exclusion criteria of PET/MRI proce-
dures included kidney function impairment (glomeru-
lar filtration rate< 40ml/min), pregnancy, history of
brain injury, and contraindications to MRI or ACZ.
All patients had a confirmed diagnosis of Moyamoya
disease based on at least one of the diagnostic evalua-
tions, including catheter cerebral angiography, MRI
angiography, and computed tomography angiography.
At the time of the imaging session, the patients had
no acute infarction, hemorrhage, or previous stroke.
Table 1 shows the demographic and vascular informa-
tion of the patients enrolled in this study. Patients were
instructed to refrain from food and beverage contain-
ing caffeine at least 6 hours before the experiment.23

Experimental design

All procedures were performed according to the regu-
lations of the institutional review board of Stanford
University and the Declaration of Helsinki, and all
subjects provided written informed consent. Figure 1
presents the timeline of the imaging experiments per-
formed. PET and MRI data were collected on a simul-
taneous time of flight (TOF) enabled 3T simultaneous
PET/MRI system (Signa, GE Healthcare, Waukesha,
WI, USA). Each subject received ACZ administration
at a dose of 15mg/kg of body weight (with a maximum
dose of 1000mg).

PET experiments

Each patient received 888� 66 MBq of 15O-water
before and 15 minutes after the administration of
ACZ. PET image acquisition commenced with the
tracer injection for 10minutes using the parameters
listed in Supplemental Table S1. Dynamic PET
frames over ten minutes (30� 1, 10� 3, 12� 5,
12� 10, 12� 30 sec) after the injection of the tracer
were reconstructed using a TOF-ordered subset expec-
tation maximization algorithm with 3 iterations and
28 subsets.16 Attenuation correction was achieved
using a two-point Dixon MRI acquisition and an
atlas-based algorithm provided by the manufacturer.24
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CBF of pre- and post-ACZ were measured by fitting a

one-compartment pharmacokinetic model to the

dynamic PET data with an image-derived arterial

input function (AIF).25

MRI experiments

MR angiographic (MRA) and gradient echo (GRE)

images were acquired before the administration of

PET tracer. The coverage of the MRA scan was a

region of 40mm in craniocaudal dimension, with the

top of the imaging slices located at the Circle of Willis

in order to obtain the AIF for PET quantitation. The

coverage of GRE included the full brain and the data

was used to extract a brain mask for analysis. DSC

MRI was performed after the administration of the

vasodilator ACZ using 0.1mmol/kg of gadobenate

dimeglumine (Multihance, Bracco, Milan, Italy)

injected at a rate of 4mL/s and a pre-delay of 18 s.

Single-PLD (PLD¼ 2025ms) PCASL and multi-PLD

(300, 2000, 3700ms) PCASL scans were performed at

the same time as the PET scans using the parameters in

Figure 1. Experimental design for measuring CVR using PET/MRI. MRA, GRE, and T1-weighted images were performed to deter-
mine AIF for PET CBF quantification and extract a brain mask for analysis. Simultaneous PET/ASL data were acquired before and
15minutes after the administration of the vasodilator (acetazolamide, ACZ). Two ASL techniques were used to measure CBF, CVR,
and ATT: single- and multi-PLD ASL. DSC was acquired to quantify Tmax and MTT.

Table 1. Patient demographics and classification of vasculopathy.

Parameter Unit Range Median IQR

Number of patients (Male : Female) 26 (10 : 16)

Age years 18–64 39 19

Hemoglobin g/dL 12.8–19.9 15.2 2.68

Hematocrit % 38–51 42 6.3

Blood oxygen saturation level % 99–100 100 0
15O-water administered MBq 718–1110 895 58.3

Acetazolamide administered g 0.5–1.0 1.0 0.02

Gadolinium administered mL 8.0–20 15 5.8

Vessel Normal Stenosis/occlusion

Left and Right ACA 22 (42%) 30 (58%)

Left and Right MCA 20 (38%) 32 (62%)

Left and Right PCA 47 (90%) 5 (10%)

Total 89 (57%) 67 (43%)

IQR (Interquartile Range) is defined as the difference between the 75th and 25th percentile of each parameter. ACA: anterior cerebral arteries;

MCA: middle cerebral arteries; PCA: posterior cerebral artery.
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Table S1 in Supplementary Materials.26 T1-weighted

structural and T2-FLAIR images were acquired from

each patient. All MRI parameters are listed in

Supplemental Table S1.
CBF and ATT from pre- and post-vasodilation ASL

scans were quantified by fitting the ASL difference data

to the general kineticmodel using the spatially variational

Bayesian inference techniques implemented in the FSL

tool BASIL,27,28 assuming the labeling efficiency to be

85% and a blood-brain partition coefficient of 90%.16

Partial volume effects on the edge of the brain were

corrected using the erosion and extrapolation method.29

Voxel-wise CBF variation (DCBF) was computed as

the absolute CBF change after vasodilation (post-

vasodilation CBF minus pre-vasodilation CBF). CVR

was computed as the percentage ratio between DCBF
and baseline CBF.30 Voxel-wise Tmax and mean transit

time (MTT)were computed by fitting theDSCdata to the

tissue concentration curve using the RAPID software

(RapidAI, Redwood City, CA, USA).19,31

Image registration and analysis masks

A full brain mask for group analysis was created by

extracting the brain from the T1-weighted template in

the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152-2mm

space using the FSL tool BET.32 Six flow territories

(left ACA, right ACA, left MCA, right MCA, left

PCA, and right PCA) were defined based on the

Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural

atlases.33 For each of these regions, we further divided

them into regions affected and unaffected by vessel

occlusion based on the severity of vasculopathy of

each Moyamoya patient. CBF, CVR, and ATT

images of each subject were transformed to the MNI-

152 space by using rigid-body transformation of the

ASL difference or PET image to the T1-weighted struc-

tural image of each subject with FLIRT; followed by

a second nonlinear transformation registering the

T1-weighted image to the MNI152 2mm standard

brain using FNIRT.34 Tmax maps of each patient

were transformed to the MNI152 2mm standard

space using the same method with EPI distortion cor-

rection.35 After registration, DCBF, CVR, ATT, and

Tmax in each flow territory were computed. All param-

eter maps were smoothed using a Gaussian spatial filter

of 5mm FWHM.

Statistical analysis

Paired t-tests were conducted to compare (1) CVR

between regions with and without occlusion (affected

vs unaffected), (2) ATT before and after vasodilation,

and (3) Tmax in different flow territories, under the

null hypothesis that the values were the same and

p-value thresholded at 0.05 for significance. The nor-
mality of the CVR and ATT data was checked using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests before conducting the
t-test.36 Bland-Altman analyses were performed to
compare the CVR measured by (1) single-PLD
PCASL and PET and (2) multi-PLD PCASL and
PET. The agreement between CVR measured by ASL
and PET was examined using concordance correlation
coefficient (CCC)37 in occluded (affected) and normal
(unaffected) regions. Since the Tmax values of the
group were not normally distributed, their natural log-
arithm was computed. The relationship between ATT
and Tmax was examined using log-level linear regression
[log(Tmax) vs ATT].

Results

Patient information

A cohort of 26 patients (10 males, 18-64 years) was
included in this study. The majority of stenosis or
occlusion occurred in ACA and MCA (58% and
62%, respectively) while the circulation in PCA
was normal for most patients (90%), as detailed in
Table 1.

Hemodynamic maps of an example patient

Figure 2 shows the hemodynamic images of a patient
with bilateral ACA and MCA occlusion. According to
the T1-weighted and T2 FLAIR images, there was no
acute hemorrhage, acute infarction, mass, or abnormal
enhancement in the parenchyma. The occlusion of
ACA and MCA caused delayed ATT and Tmax and
declines in CBF and CVR (indicated by yellow arrows)
in this patient.

CBF and CVR results

Figure 3 shows the group mean CVR and DCBF
induced by vasodilation in non-occluded (unaffected)
and occluded (affected) vascular territories. The mean
CVR in the non-occluded region was significantly
higher (by 68� 12%, 52� 5%, and 56� 9% for PET,
single-PLD PCASL, and multi-PLD PCASL, respec-
tively, all p< 0.05) than the values found in the regions
affected by occlusion. For absolute CBF change
(DCBF) induced by vasodilation, no significant differ-
ence (p¼ 0.18) was detected by single-PLD PCASL
while PET and multi-PLD PCASL showed a signifi-
cantly lower change in occluded (affected) regions
than non-occluded (unaffected) regions. Figure 4
shows the relationship between CVR measured by
ASL and PET. using PET as the reference In the
unaffected regions, multi-PLD PCASL was more accu-
rate with a bias of 3.9% in comparison with 8.7% of

1496 Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow & Metabolism 42(8)



single-PLD PCASL. The two ASL techniques showed

a similar correlation with PET in affected territories

(concordance correlation coefficient¼ 0.35 and 0.36

for single- and multi-PLD PCASL respectively), but

multi-PLD PCASL demonstrated better agreement

with PET in normal regions (0.32 vs 0.16 for single-

and multi-PLD PCASL, respectively). For all affected

and unaffected regions, multi-PLD PCASL achieved a

stronger correlation than single-PLD PCASL, as

shown in Figure S1 of Supplementary Materials. The

relationship between DCBF of PET and ASL in affect-

ed and unaffected regions can be found in Figure S2 of

Supplementary Materials.

ATT, Tmax, and MTT results

Figure 5 shows the mean ATT measured by multi-PLD

PCASL before and after vasodilation as well as mean

Tmax in normal and affected territories. Overall, mean

ATT reduced significantly (p< 0.01, paired t-tests)

in both affected and unaffected territories after vasodi-

lation. Specifically, the administration of vasodilator

caused a 4.5� 3.1% reduction in ATT in regions affect-

ed by occlusion and an 8.9� 5.0% reduction in

normal regions. Vessel occlusion caused mean ATT

to be significantly higher than normal by 15� 8.6%
and 18� 9.6% before and after vasodilation, respec-
tively. In terms of the mean Tmax measured by DSC
MRI, which was performed after vasodilation, a sig-
nificant difference (33� 20%, p< 0.01) was found
between Tmax of affected and unaffected regions.
Similarly, MTT of affected territory (median¼ 7.41s;
IQR¼ 1.09s) was significantly higher (p¼ 0.01) than
the values of unaffected territory (median¼ 6.39s;
IQR¼ 1.26), indicating impaired blood circulation
affected by the vessel occlusion. Figure 6 shows the
regression analysis between ATT and Tmax and
between ATT and MTT. Overall, a strong and posi-
tive correlation was found between ATT and log
(Tmax) and between ATT and log(MTT) before and
after vasodilation while the correlation after vasodila-
tion was better in all ACA, MCA, and PCA
territories.

Discussion

In this study regarding Moyamoya disease patients, we
investigated CVR measurements using simultaneous
15O-water PET and ASL MRI and compared different
transit time metrics derived by ASL and DSC MRI.

Figure 2. PET and MRI images of a Moyamoya disease patient (male, 32 years). According to the radiology report, there was no
acute hemorrhage, acute infarction, mass, or abnormal enhancement in the parenchyma. MRA of CoW reveals the bilateral ACA and
MCA occlusion (yellow arrows). PCAs of both hemispheres were unaffected. Both ATTand Tmax showed delayed transit time in the
affected ACA and MCA regions. The obstruction of blood flow caused ATT and Tmax to increase and CBF and CVR to decrease in
the ACA and MCA territories of both hemispheres, with the right side worse than the left. Comparing the hemodynamic parameters
between the hemispheres, the right side demonstrated a higher Tmax, a lower CBF, DCBF, CVR than the left hemisphere, vascular
steal (negative DCBF and CVR), leading to the conclusion that the vasculopathy of the right side was more severe than the left.
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Using PET as the reference technique, we compared the
CVR results measured by both single- and multi-PLD
ASL techniques in affected and unaffected territories.
The value of ATT derived from multi-PLD ASL in
characterizing Moyamoya disease was examined using
its correlation with Tmax of DSC. The primary find-
ings of our study were: (1) vasodilation induced signif-
icantly lower CVR in regions affected by occlusion
than normal regions; (2) multi-PLD PCASL achieved
a slightly better agreement with PET than single-PLD
PCASL in both normal and affected territories and can
characterize both perfusion (CBF and CVR) and

circulation (transit time) at the same time; (3) ATT

demonstrated a strong and positive correlation with

Tmax before and after vasodilation.

CBF and CVR quantification

In comparing the CVR results measuring by ASL and

PET, multi-PLD ASL demonstrated the highest agree-

ment with the reference PET technique based on higher

concordance correlation coefficients suggesting the

advantage of accounting for transit time variations in

multi-PLD ASL over single-PLD ASL. In the

Figure 3. Group mean CVR and DCBF measured by ASL and PET in affected and unaffected territories. (a) Mean CVR measured by
all modalities was significantly lower in affected regions. (b) Only PET and multi-PLD PCASL detected significant CBF variations
induced by vasodilation between affected and unaffected regions. Each box plot indicates, from top to bottom, the maximum, 75th,
50th, 25th percentiles, and minimum without considering outliers, and the outliers are represented by diamonds.
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unaffected territories, our data indicated that single-
PLD PCASL underestimated CVR by 8.7%, and
multi-PLD PCASL slightly overestimated CVR by
3.9%. These results were consistent with our previous
study on normal subjects where multi-PLD PCASL
demonstrated higher agreement with PET.16 In the

territories affected by occlusion, single-PLD PCASL
achieved a lower bias than multi-PLD PCASL.
However, the concordance correlation coefficients
showed a nearly identical relationship with the refer-
ence PET technique for both single- and multi-PLD
PCASL. The reason was that multi-PLD PCASL had

Figure 4. Relationship between CVR measured by ASL and PET. (a) and (b) In the territories affected by stenosis/occlusion (N¼ 67),
single-PLD PCASL overestimated CVR with a bias of 4.3%. (c) and (d) In the unaffected territories (N¼ 89), multi-PLD PCASL slightly
overestimated CVR by a bias of 3.5%. (e) Both ASL techniques had a similar concordance correlation coefficient in regions affected by
stenosis/occlusion while multi-PLD PCASL showed higher agreement with PET in normal (unaffected) territories.
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higher between-subject variations in CBF and CVR

measurements, which have been demonstrated by sev-

eral studies on normal subjects and patients.13,30,38 For

example, previous work that applied a slightly different

multi-PLD PCASL sequence (5 PLDs) on Moyamoya

patients, the range of CVR was 24� 52% in the affect-

ed regions and 45� 45% in normal regions.13,38 Here,

we extended the analysis to compare with the standard

single-PLD PCASL and gold standard 15O-water PET.

Specifically, our data showed that both ASL techni-

ques were able to detect the significant CVR difference
between affected and unaffected territories. However,

since single-PLD ASL does not account for the signif-

icant ATT reduction induced by vasodilation, it under-

estimated CVR and DCBF by 8%. In contrast to

several previous studies that examined relative CBF

of different flow territories of Moyamoya disease

patients,39–41 our work used absolute CBF (in ml/

100g/min) obtained by ASL and PET for direct com-

parisons between regions and between modalities. The

CBF and CVR of white matter should be interpreted

with care. Since ATT of the labeled blood in white

matter is longer and the T1 relaxation of white

matter is different from gray matter, it is challenging

to determine the CBF measured by the ASL signal in

the white matter, which inevitably contained a higher

level of noise than in the gray matter. Although partial

volume correction may be considered to separate the

signal from gray and white matter, it relies on the pre-

cise segmentation of brain tissues.42,43 The strength of

using absolute CBF over relative CBF includes: (1)

enabling physiological interpretation of the underlying

hemodynamics in different flow territories; (2) reducing

the errors and bias of comparison due to selecting a

reference region (such as the cerebellum) to compute

relative CBF; (3) allowing longitudinal assessments of

CBF and CVR changes.
Since the aim of the paper was to compare the CVR

of single- and multi-PLD PCASL using PET as the

reference, the Bland-Altman plots reflects the distribu-

tion of the measurements. We understand that in many

clinical scenarios CVR is measured by a single

Figure 5. ATT measured by multi-PLD PCASL and Tmax and MTT measured by DSC MRI. (a) Mean ATT measured by multi-PLD
PCASL. The mean ATT in both affected and unaffected territories decreased significantly after vasodilation, but the effect size in the
normal territory was greater than in the diseased territory. (b) Mean Tmax of unaffected territory was significantly lower than the
affected territory. (c) Mean MTT of unaffected territory was significantly lower than the affected territory. Each box plot indicates,
from top to bottom, the maximum, 75th, 50th, 25th percentiles, and minimum without considering outliers, and the outliers are
represented by diamonds. Each box plot indicates, from top to bottom, the maximum, 75th, 50th, 25th percentiles, and minimum
without considering outliers, and the outliers are represented by diamonds.
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technique due to the limited scanning time and the

availability of the imaging modality. Rather than rec-

ommending the best CVR modality, our work

elucidated the different CVR values of PET and ASL

obtained using a simultaneous PET/MRI system.

Our data also reflected similar findings from other

studies. For example, one paper showed that the cor-

relation between PET and ASL increased after vasodi-

lation in normal subjects.44 Studies on patients with

Moyamoya and ICA occlusion revealed that the

single-PLD PCASL had lower correlation of relative

CBF with PET than multi-PLD PCASL while relative

CBF obtained using a long labeling duration (3 sec-

onds) and long post-labeling delay (4 seconds)

method had the highest correlation with PET.12

In demonstrating the vascular impairment of

Moyamoya disease patients, we directly compared the

hemodynamic parameters (CVR, ATT, and Tmax)

between the occluded and normal territories. In gener-

al, our data showed that the parameters in the occluded

territory were significantly different from the values in

the normal territory. The advantage of our experimen-

tal design over comparing with a healthy cohort

includes avoiding the confounding effects of age and

sex on the hemodynamic parameters, in particular, due

to the broad age range in our cohort. For example, age

and sex are both significant factors for CBF variations

within normal subjects, and the effect size can be as

high as 15% between male and female individuals

aged between 30 and 40 years.23 Although studies

have found a negative relationship between age and

CVR measured by BOLD MRI,45–47 the impact of var-

ious demographic factors on CVR measured by ASL or

PET has not been thoroughly investigated and the

normal range of CVR is yet to be defined.

Additionally, several neuroimaging studies revealed

that the impact of disease duration on diagnostic

markers may be a more dominant factor than age.48–50

However, due to rank deficiency in most statistical

models, where older patients often have a longer dis-

ease duration, it has been challenging to separate the

effect of disease duration from age.51 Based on these

considerations, we employed a direct approach to com-

pare the parameters between diseased and non-diseased

territories rather than comparing with an age- and

sex-matched control cohort.

Figure 6. Correlation between mean ATT (ASL) and Tmax (subplots a, b, c) and between mean ATT (ASL) and MTT (subplots d, e, f)
before and after vasodilation in affected and unaffected territories. In all flow territories, the correlation between ATT and Tmax
was stronger than between ATTand MTT. The impact of vasodilation had a subtle impact on the correlation between ATTand Tmax.
ASL scans were performed before and after vasodilation while DSC MRI was performed only after vasodilation.
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In our study, the PET CBF and CVR were measured
using an image derive arterial input function.25

Although this technique eliminated the need for arterial
blood sampling, it is susceptible to segmentation errors
during the quantification of arterial blood volume in
internal carotid arteries, which may reduce the repro-
ducibility of PET CBF and CVR measurements. As a
result, CCC may also be affected by the uncertainty in
PET CBF. Another factor affecting both PET and
MRI is partial volume effects due to the slightly differ-
ent image resolution of the PET and ASL data.
Although they can be corrected to separate gray and
white matter CBF, there is currently no consensus
about the most effective partial volume correction,
which has remained an open question in the communi-
ty and exceeded the scope of this work. Selecting the
optimal PLD can be challenging without a priori
knowledge of the underlying pathophysiology, espe-
cially in tissues with heterogeneous transit times. The
PLD (2025ms) of single-PLD PCASL was chosen to
minimize the impact of prolonged transit time due to
vasculopathy, making the resulting CBF/CVR less sen-
sitive to transit time variations pre- and post-
vasodilation. On the other hand, the choice for the
PLDs of the multi-PLD PCASL should achieve a bal-
ance between measuring both CBF and ATT accurate-
ly. While having a long PLD can improve the accuracy
of CBF/CVR measurements, the accuracy of ATT may
be affected.52 Since PET imaging cannot measure tran-
sit time, the validation of ATT measurements became
challenging. Consequently, we compare the ATT of
ASL with Tmax of DSC PWI, which has been widely
used in characterizing flow in stroke imaging. The
results showed a strong and positive correlation
between these two parameters, which demonstrated
the clinical value of ATT to characterize blood circu-
lation and vasculopathy.

Throughout this study, 15O-water PET was chosen
as the reference modality because it has established
quantitative models that allow monitoring of absolute
CBF changes. PET scans are not vulnerable to artifacts
due to transit delays. The various ASL techniques, on
the other hand, were developed later than PET. The
simultaneous PET/MRI system used in this work
allowed us to acquire both PET and ASL data at the
same time to perform direct comparison of CBF and
CVR. Both quantitative and qualitative comparisons
between PET and ASL can be found in Table S2 of
Supplementary Materials. From the CVR results mea-
sured by PET and ASL, we can conclude that using
15O-water PET as the reference, multi-PLD PCASL
should be the preferred technique for ASL-based
CVR measurements of patients with vasculopathy
due to its higher agreement with PET, based on con-
cordance correlation coefficients.

ATT and Tmax analysis

The metric of Tmax measured by DSC MRI has been

applied to characterize the severity of vasculopathy in

Moyamoya disease, with a longer Tmax indicating a

more severe condition of stenosis or occlusion22,53

Although there is no consensus on the exact Tmax

threshold to classify the severity of vasculopathy, com-

monly used values include less than 3 seconds for

normal circulation and longer than 3 sec for stenosis

or occlusion.12 The Tmax data measured in our study

were consistent with such a scale as shown in Figure 5

(b). MTT has also been used to characterize circulation

in stroke imaging. In this cohort, although both Tmax

and MTT can be used to differentiate the transit time

between normal and occluded brain regions, the effect

size of Tmax was higher than MTT. The findings con-

firmed a previous study (Wang, et al, Stroke, 2012) that

compared ASL and DSC in acute stroke patients that

prolonged Tmax and MTT were observed in hypoper-

fusion regions.54 The disadvantages of using Tmax or

MTT include the side effects of the gadolinium contrast

agent and discomfort during the injection of gadolini-

um in DSC MRI scans. Although DSC MRI has been

applied as a routine procedure in Moyamoya disease

and stroke imaging protocols, it has been widely rec-

ognized that the use of contrast agents, such as gado-

linium, should be minimized to avoid side effects and

the deposition of contrast agents in the body.55,56

Additionally, computing Tmax involves the deconvo-

lution of the tissue kinetic signal,57 and the pathophys-

iological meaning of Tmax is unclear due to the

dispersion effect of the contrast agent and the high sen-

sitivity to noise in the analytical solution to

deconvolution.19

By contrast, ASL enables the contrast-free measure-

ment of ATT, which is defined as the time for the

labeled blood water to travel from the labeling to the

imaging region. Using the same experimental design,

we demonstrated that the current implementation of

multi-PLD ASL was effective in measuring the ATT

of normal subjects before and after vasodilation.16

The mean ATT in the normal territory of the patients

in this study was between 0.9 and 1.6 s, which was

within the range of the normal subjects reported in

several other papers on normal subjects.12,16,30,58 For

instance, in our previous work that applied multi-PLD

PCASL with 5 PLDs, the reported range of ATT was

between 0.72 and 1.78 s in the normal region and

between 0.85 and 1.96 in the affected region.13 Due

to blockage of blood flow, the pre-vasodilation ATT

in vessel occlusion regions was significantly higher than

in the normal territory (Figure 5(a)). After vasodila-

tion, we observed a smaller ATT decrease in the
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affected regions than the normal regions, implying a
lower capacity of upstream arteries to vasodilate.

One of the fundamental differences between ASL
and DSC MRI is the type of tracer involved in the
imaging procedure. In ASL, labeled blood water was
used as the endogenous and diffusible tracer that can
escape from intravascular space to tissue. On the other
hand, DSC uses gadolinium-based contrast agents as
non-diffusible tracers that pass directly from arteries to
veins without residing in the tissue space.59 The differ-
ent properties of the tracers influenced the data acqui-
sition techniques used in ASL and DSC MRI. Since
non-diffusible tracers can only exist in tissues for a
much shorter period of time than diffusible tracers,
faster imaging techniques, such as EPI, must be applied
to capture the hemodynamic of the tracer. The use of
such fast-imaging techniques not only introduces sus-
ceptibility artifacts near paranasal sinuses and base of
the skull but also strong partial volume effects, both of
which affect image quality and the interpretation of the
underlying pathophysiology . By contrast, since diffus-
ible tracers can exist in tissues for a longer period, there
are more data acquisition choices available, such as the
3D Spiral technique used in the ASL sequences of this
study, making the acquisition less susceptible to arti-
facts and enhancing the quality of the resulting CBF
and ATT images.

In evaluating the relationship between ATT and
Tmax, a strong and positive correlation was found in
all flow territories. Specifically, the correlation after
vasodilation was higher than before vasodilation
because DSC MRI data were acquired only after vaso-
dilation. Our ATT and Tmax results also comple-
mented a previous study that demonstrated a
high correlation in the relative CBF between ASL
and DSC in children with Moyamoya disease.60

These data suggested that multi-PLD ASL can replace
DSC MRI to measure both transit time, CBF, and
CVR, enabling a contrast-free assessment of patients
with a higher risk of acute stroke (such as those with
Moyamoya disease). Applying our correlation results
in Figure 6 and the previously used Tmax thresholds
(normal: less than 3 seconds; stenosis: longer than 3
seconds in literature12,38) for classifying vasculopathy,
the corresponding ATT (pre-vasodilation) thresholds
would be: 1.50 sec in ACA, 1.64 sec in MCA, and
1.75 sec in PCA.

There is a growing interest in the clinical value of
ATT. Similar with Tmax derived using DSC MRI,
ATT can reflect the condition of blood circulation of
the macrovasculature of arteries and arterioles.61,62 In
contrast to Tmax, which is measured using the non-
diffusible tracer of Gd, ATT is measured as the time
for the labeled blood to be fully perfused in brain tis-
sues, making it a potential biomarker for the

underlying tissue health of cerebrovascular diseases

and neurodegeneration.63 Although we were limited

to compare ATT and Tmax after vasodilation, we

found them to be highly correlated, which demonstrat-

ed the notion that ATT can be applied for assessing

circulation. In comparing the hemodynamics between

affected and unaffected brain territories of Moyamoya

patients, we showed the effect of vasculopathy on

delaying ATT. Future studies may be desired to

explore the clinical value of ATT in different neurolog-

ical disorders.
From the transit time results, we can conclude that

ATT measured by the contrast-free multi-PLD PCASL

can replace DSC MRI to characterize Moyamoya dis-

ease and in stroke imaging protocols based on its

strong correlation with Tmax.

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. The sample

size of this study was limited by the relatively low prev-

alence of Moyamoya disease (lower than 0.1 per

100,000 people in North America), which might affect

the generalization of applying ASL to examine vascul-

opathy. Another limitation is the reliance on a single

scanner vendor, which prohibits generalizing our con-

clusion for studies using other scanners with different

implementations of ASL and PET. A multi-center

study using scanners of multiple vendors may be help-

ful to overcome this issue. Additionally, Tmax was

measured after vasodilation due to the requirement of

the scanning protocol to administer gadolinium-

contrast in the final MRI sequence. Evaluating the cor-

relation between ATT and Tmax at baseline is desired

in future work to enable ASL to replace DSC MRI to

measure transit time information to identify the risk of

cerebrovascular diseases.

Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the CVR induced by

acetazolamide in Moyamoya disease patients using a

simultaneous PET/MRI system. The CVR results

showed that multi-PLD PCASL achieved the best

agreement with the reference 15O-water PET method

in both diseased and normal vascular territories.

Additionally, ATT measured by multi-PLD PCASL

demonstrated a strong correlation with DSC-based

Tmax before and after vasodilation. Therefore, we con-

clude that multi-PLD PCASL may be appropriate for

CVR measurements and a valuable non-invasive and

contrast-free imaging modality for patients with

Moyamoya disease.
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